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‘Ny fianarana no lova soa indrindra’
‘Education is the best heritage’
- Local Malagasy saying

1. Introduction
Despite intermittent periods of economic progress, Madagascar still suffers from crippling and
sustained poverty; the average Malagasy is now 42% poorer than they were in 1960 (WB, 2015). The
prolonged political crisis that started in 2009 is estimated to have lost the country US $8 billion (WB,
2013a) with catastrophic results across a range of indicators. Over the last ten years, the maternal
mortality ratio has remained high, rising to 500 per 100,000 live births; only 14% of the country has
access to electricity; and 53% of children aged 0-5 are now stunted (WB, 2015).
Education should be the vehicle through which young people can set about changing this situation,
yet Madagascar’s education system is currently unable to equip its young people with the skills they
need to escape the poverty trap. Following the political crisis of 2009, national investment in
education dropped by 86%, with dire consequences for education generally (WB, 2013b). Over 1.5
million primary school aged children are out of school (UNICEF, 2012a) and the majority of teachers
are now employed not by the government but by parents’ associations (UNICEF, 2012b). Such
teachers are both poorly paid and poorly qualified and paying their wages results in truly free
education being a rarity.

Madagascar’s children
Secondary school education receives a small share of education resources in Madagascar as the
government and donors have focused their efforts on primary education (WB, 2015). Indeed, there
are 22,000 public primary schools, 1,800 public middle schools and only 250 public high schools (WB,
2015). While it is clearly imperative to ensure that education for all becomes a reality, the lack of
public high schools results in the human resource base suffering a lack of skills. The poor are
particularly unlikely to benefit from secondary education; those in the poorest quintile have a 1.3%
chance of progressing to university (WB, 2015).
Within this national context, the Tolagnaro administrative district in the southeast of Madagascar,
has only six public high schools. With over 40% of the national population under the age of 14 (WHO,
2014) this is hugely inadequate. The regional education authority (DREN) started building
Manambaro Lycée in 2011 to address this issue and increase access to education, particularly for
those in rural areas. Despite DREN’s efforts, when the school first opened in October 2012, it had no
furniture, no sanitation facilities and no water point. Students and teachers had to drink from a
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nearby pond and defecate openly behind the school, with serious impacts on public health.
Furthermore, as 16 middle schools are included in its catchment area, the classroom capacity for
only 200 was severely insufficient. The headteacher has thus to arrange for a whole year group to be
taught in the town hall, although this is both a temporary and insufficient solution.

The pond students used to drink from
Thanks to the support of the George Family, SEED Madagascar and partner organisation ONG
Azafady have been able to contribute towards solving these critical issues. A new school building has
now been constructed and handed over to the school, a well has been installed and a latrine block
has been built. Water, hygiene and sanitation sessions have been carried out to ensure the
appropriate and sustained use of the well and latrine blocks. This final report focuses on the
activities carried out by SEED Madagascar since the start of the project in April 2015.

The centre of Manambaro Rural Commune
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2. Project Activities
2.1 Preparation
Preparations for the building began late in 2014 with discussions with CISCO, the district education
authority. Meetings continued in March 2015 between SEED, ONG Azafady, the Mayor of
Manambaro, the headteacher of Manambaro Lycée and the president of Manambaro Lycée’s FRAM
(the parents’ association). A traditional groundbreaking ceremony took place in April for the latrine
and was attended by the Chef of Manambaro fokontany (village cluster). All necessary materials
were sourced and staff were recruited. 18 international construction volunteers have assisted with
the work since April.

The groundbreaking ceremony (centre) and work beginning on the new school building
2.2 Completed construction activities
The following sections detail the progress of the construction work since the start of the project:
2.2.1
•
•
•

The two-cubicle composting latrine

Construction work began in April and finished in October 2015, with an improvement added in
March 2016
Items such as cement, wire, planks, tin roof, paint, nails, were sourced in Fort Dauphin and
transported to the site at Manambaro
Sand and water were sourced onsite

The trench dug for the latrine (left), breezeblocks made on site (centre) and the latrine gradually
taking shape (right)
•
•

Gravel and scaffolding were sourced and transported from a nearby village
An elevated latrine pit was built above ground from breezeblocks and covered with a concrete
platform which formed the floor of the latrine
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•
•
•
•

Breezeblock walls for the cubicles were built and painted
Concrete steps were built up to the latrine platform
The roof and doors were fitted and painted
Ongoing monitoring highlighted that students were concerned about urine accumulating on the
sanitation platform. The construction team therefore added a concrete slope to increase urine
run off into the pit

Inside a latrine cubicle
2.2.2
•
•
•
•

The well

Construction work began in April and finished in May 2015
PVC piping, nylon rope, cement and wire were sourced in Fort Dauphin and transported to the
site at Manambaro
Sand was sourced onsite
Gravel and fuel were sourced from nearby villages

A volunteer using the well
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•
•
•
•

The shaft was drilled manually and thick PVC pipes were installed inside. This required a special
technique due to the low water table and abnormal geological formations. The shaft had to go
over 21 metres down to ensure an ongoing supply of high quality water.
The well was capped with a concrete lid and Canzee pump
A concrete surround with a drain to conduct waste water away from the well was built.
A fence was constructed around the well by the well management committee

2.2.3

The school building

• Construction work began in October 2015 and
finished in April 2016
• Cement, wire and planks were sourced in Fort

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dauphin and transported to the site at
Manambaro
Gravel, scaffolding, timber, rocks and bricks
were sourced and transported from nearby
villages
Clay and sand were sourced onsite
The site was cleared by local volunteers
The foundations were laid using reinforcing
bar and concrete
Work began on the reinforced concrete pillars
and brick laying
The reinforcing concrete belt was installed
above the windows
The foundations of the floor were made using
a rock weaving technique
The roofing frame was erected and covered
with a tin roof
The walls were rendered and the floor was
smoothed with concrete
The walls were painted
A concrete blackboard installed and finished
with blackboard paint
Doors and windows were fitted and painted to
ensure durability
Teachers’ cupboards were built using concrete
and finished with wooden shelving and doors
40 benches were built out of sustainablysourced timber, sanded and varnished
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Construction work on the school building

The new school building before the benches were installed

Inside the new school building
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2.3

Latrine management training and WASH education

A Memorandum of Understanding and a plan of action were developed between the school, the
community and the parents association. Alongside construction activities, ONG Azafady’s
Community Health team supported the establishment of management committees for the well and
latrine, which are responsible for maintenance and cleaning. ONG Azafady’s Community Health
team also delivered sanitation sessions to the students using school-led total sanitation (SLTS)
techniques. These techniques are designed to inform, shock and open a dialogue that leads to
positive behavioural changes; specifically, improving hygiene and sanitation practices.

WASH sessions being delivered by ONG Azafady’s Community Liaison Officer

2.4

Future Activities

SEED will return to the site to paint the roof in October 2016. This delay is to ensure that the shine
on the tin roof dulls, and the paint is able to stick to the roof more effectively. SEED’s Faecal Waste
Management Specialist will also return to the site to assist with the disposal of the latrines contents,
though this is not anticipated to happen for several years.
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4. Case Studies
Mahavotsy

Year: 2

Favourite subject: History

Dream Job: Government Official

As well as coming to school during the week, Mahavotsy spends his weekends working on his
parents’ rice and cassava farm. But Mahavotsy doesn’t intend on being a farmer after school.
Instead he plans to become a government official and to do so he needs the Malagasy
Baccalaureate. Despite it sometimes being hard to find enough money to support their son at
school, Mahavotsy’s parents remain supportive and reiterate the old Malagasy saying: `education is
the best inheritance`. Indeed, Mahavotsy says that his favourite subject is history because he wants
to play his role in passing on knowledge to future generations.
Mahavotsy is very pleased with the project, particularly the improvements in sanitation. The WASH
sessions he has attended at school have shown him just how bad the issue of open defecation is. He
doesn’t like people defecating openly because it causes sickness and is happy that through these
sessions the practice has stopped. He also thinks the new school building is wonderful for the
Manambaro community and can’t wait to start studying in it.

Nora

Year: 2

Dream job: Nurse

Favourite subject: Malagasy and English
Nora loves coming to Manambaro Lycée, especially to study Malagasy
and English. Some of her classmates walk up to 16 kilometres a day to
come to school, and those from even more remote areas have to stay
with friends or family in the commune. Nora’s ambition is to become a
nurse and work in a large hospital and she knows how important it is to
come to school so she can achieve this.
Nora is really happy about the new school building, “it brings
development to the school and to the community.” She remembers her
time at the middle school which had broken doors and windows. “It’s
wonderful to come to school and see the new buildings”. If the school in
Manambaro wasn’t here, Nora would have to travel to Fort Dauphin
which is far from home and would cost her family too much.
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Nora remembers when there was open defecation taking place nearby and is really happy this has
stopped and students use the latrine. Nora’s mother is a teacher at a primary school and her father
farms cassava and sweet potatoes. When Nora told her parents about the WASH sessions, at first
they found it very funny. But as she told them more about the hygiene lessons they understood the
messages and agreed they were important for the whole community.

Johnson

Year: 2

Dream job: Police Captain

Favourite subject: English and French
Johnson is 19 and is in his penultimate year at the lycée. During
the week he lives in Manambaro with his cousin but returns
home at the weekends to see his parents and his girlfriend.
Johnson thinks corruption and bribery are serious problems in
Madagascar and he believes he’s the man to do something
about it. He is studying for the Malagasy Baccalaureate so he
can enter the police at officer level and realise his dream of
becoming the captain of police. He would never take a bribe
because he would be happy enough with his salary.

Johnson is very excited about the new school building. Without
the new buildings there were too many students in each
classroom and some had to study in the town hall which is far
from the main school area. This was hard for students, often
making them late. He is very happy about the students joining
the main school when the classroom opens and thinks it is
important that the whole school studies together. He thinks
that the school can set a good example, the WASH sessions
have given him the perfect opportunity to share his knowledge with the rest of his community. The
new latrine block, and a better understanding of hygiene and health, is something many people will
be able to benefit from. Thanks to these sessions and the new buildings, Johnson believe that “this
school can be like a mirror for the whole community”.
Yvanne: Headteacher
Yvanne is the Headteacher at Manambaro Lycée and loves her
job. At first she was apprehensive about moving away from her
family to take on the role, but she now considers her students to
be like her family. She gives them the same advice as she does
her son: you’ve got to work hard to get what you want, and for
that reason success is all the sweeter.
Yvanne has been intimately involved with the project and likens
it to a dream come true. When she first took the job at
Manambaro Lycée she was faced with an uphill battle; many people wrote her off due to her gender.
By collaborating on the project with SEED and ONG Azafady, she believes her doubters have been
proven wrong. The health and sanitation sessions given to students have been spread across the
community and this year she will be able to offer more school places to young people. She now
believes the whole community in Manambaro is proud of this school.
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4. Conclusion
Project Sekoly in Manambaro has been implemented as per its schedule, with no unforeseen delays.
With a well and latrine block, Manambaro Lycée is able to provide a safe and sanitary environment
for students with potable water and sanitation facilities on site. Students now have fresh water
available for hand-washing and drinking and are no longer compelled to defecate openly.
The well and latrine management committees have maintained the facilities effectively and
proactively. The well now has a fence and gate to protect it from passing animals and a sign warning
people against misuse. A low-cost, low-water use handwashing system has been constructed outside
the latrine, and the students follow a rota system for cleaning the latrines and ensuring there is
adequate water.
Perhaps the most successful result regarding sanitation is that the practice of open defecation at the
site now appears to have stopped. Monitoring has shown that latrine use is widespread amongst the
students and there is a far greater awareness about the dangers of open defecation. While sustained
sanitation behaviour change is a challenging goal, the teaching staff and students are highly
motivated and believe they can set the example for the rest of the community. The headteacher has
introduced sanctions against those who open defecate and will continue to reinforce positive
sanitation practices.
In the long-term, the WASH activities will increase the amount of time students are able to spend at
school, reduce the number of school days lost to diarrhoeal disease, and help create a positive
environment for learning overall. As a result, students are more likely to attend school and be able
to get the most out of their high school education, enhancing educational opportunity and student
wellbeing.
The school building has now been completed and has been handed over to the school. This equates
to the provision of 80 school places in a comfortable learning environment. Over the next decade an
extra 800 young people from remote rural communities will have the chance to attend high school
and gain the key Malagasy Baccalaureate qualification. This will enable individuals to fulfil their
potential and improve their chances of securing formal employment. On a broader level, community
capacity will grow along with an improved human resource base that is better able to tackle the
stark challenges faced by the region as it works towards socioeconomic development.
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